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T704 - WX3 Bib and Brace
Collection: WX3
Range: Workwear
Shell Fabric: Kingsmill Canvas 280g
Outer Carton: 18

Product information
Contemporary work bib that fits as good as it looks. Made from durable but
soft poly-cotton canvas fabric and includes triple stitched seams, this bib
has been built  to last.  Innovative design features like stretch panelling
provides excellent comfort and flexibility in key movement areas. Other key
features include adjustable leg length, pre bent knees, crotch gusset, and
multiple pockets provide security for phones, pens and tools.

WX3
Portwest WX3 contemporary workwear balances comfort, versatility and
aesthetics.  Products  are designed to the highest  standards and offer  a
solution for everyday activity and working environments. Constructed with
cutting edge fabrics giving superior abrasion resistance and exceptional all-
day  comfort.  Ingenious  design  solutions  on  fastenings  and  pocketing
systems give unrivalled fit and security.

Workwear
The Workwear Collections offer a range of designs and features suitable for
many end uses. Only the best quality fabrics and construction techniques
are used guaranteeing comfort and safety. Tested to withstand the rigours
of  everyday  wear  each  garment  has  been  carefully  designed  and
manufactured to ensure optimum quality at the best price.

Standards
EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 Type 2 ( Level 0 (When used in combination with S156))

Features
Contemporary design with an ergonomic cut●

Durable soft polycotton canvas for high performance and maximum●

wearer comfort

Innovative stretch panelling in key movement areas provides excellent●

comfort and flexibility

Modern side access with stud and zip fastening●

Adjustable hem to accommodate all leg lengths●

Two tier knee pad pockets allowing two positioning options●

Free pair of kneepads included with this trouser●

Triple-stitched seams for extra durability●

4-way stretch fabric for ease of movement and added comfort●

11 pockets for ample storage●

  Colours
Short Reg Tall XTall

Metal Grey S - 3XL
Persian Blue S - 3XL
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T704 - WX3 Bib and Brace
Commodity Code: 6203433100

Test House

Wash care
            

Item Colour Len Wid Hgt Weight (Kg) Cubic (m3) EAN13 DUN14
T704MGRS Metal Grey 65.0 45.0 36.0 1.2210 0.1053 5036108301164 15036108790682
T704MGRM Metal Grey 65.0 45.0 36.0 1.2510 0.1053 5036108301157 15036108790675
T704MGRL Metal Grey 65.0 45.0 36.0 1.2790 0.1053 5036108301140 15036108790668
T704MGRXL Metal Grey 65.0 45.0 36.0 1.3170 0.1053 5036108301171 15036108790699
T704MGRXXL Metal Grey 65.0 45.0 36.0 1.3480 0.1053 5036108301188 15036108790705
T704MGRXXXL Metal Grey 65.0 45.0 36.0 1.3840 0.1053 5036108301195 15036108790712


